Join us!

WIND EXPERT (m/f/d)
Become a part of Deutsche WindGuard and shape the future energy supply with us.
At our headquarters in Varel, you will support the Energy Yield Assessment Services
department on a full-time basis (40 hours per week). Join us and work in an international team with one of the most experienced and comprehensive consultants
in the wind energy industry.
Your job responsibilities:

Your Profile:

 Execution of site and energy yield assessment
services

 University degree in one of the following technical/
scientific study areas: engineering, information
technology, physics or similar qualification

 Analysis of wind farm operational and wind
measurement data
 Design and evaluation of wind measurement
campaigns
 Enhancement of methodologies and templates
within the above-mentioned fields
 Responsibility for international projects and
customers

 Project management skills
 Solid IT skills required, including work experience with
MS Office applications and standard wind resource
assessment software
 Experience in designing solutions and templates utilizing
scripting or programming languages, preferably Python
 Self-employed, well structured, customer-oriented
 Good knowledge of written and spoken English
 Experience with remote sensing data and/or
on- and offshore wind data analysis is beneficial
 Work experience in several of the following fields desired:
wind energy project development, wind resource and
energy assessment, operational data assessment
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Join us!

We offer you:

About Deutsche WindGuard Consulting:

 An exciting role with one of the most experienced and
comprehensive consultants in the wind energy industry

Deutsche WindGuard Consulting GmbH is part of the
WindGuard group.

 The opportunity to contribute your own ideas for the wind
energy of tomorrow in an owner-managed, medium-sized
company characterized by flat hierarchies

Deutsche WindGuard was founded in 2000 and is now
one of the world‘s leading wind energy consultancies –
onshore and offshore.

 A permanent employment contract

In the complex energy market, Deutsche WindGuard
stands for unbiased, manufacturer-independent
consulting and comprehensive scientific, technical
and operational services.

 Intensive training and a positive working environment
in a committed and cooperative team
 Opportunity to participate in the Hansefit sports
program for employees
 Subsidy for the company pension scheme

Deutsche WindGuard‘s core business activities include:
 Consulting
 Site Assessment
 Measurements
 Technical Inspections and Management
 Wind Tunnel Centre
 Offshore
 Certification
Based on a holistic network with a scientific core, offices
in Germany, India, China and the United States and
more than 170 experienced employees, the WindGuard
universe of over 40 services offers you access to a wide
range of expertise and experience.

Interested?

Then Martin Strack is looking forward to receiving
your application. Please send your comprehensive resume,
including your salary expectation, preferably
in only one PDF to: application@windguard.de.
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